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“The six legal codes” are an everybody both strange and the familiar 
topic.Familiar is because the too many critic theoreticians are discussing until now 
since old times “the six legal codes”, strange are because the people of our time are 
right “the six legal codes” the appraisal as if fell into all sorts of erroneous zones. This 
kind of kind of erroneous zone causes our many drawing also with to follow 
blindly · · ·gets down like this, traditional Chinese painting tomorrow “country not 
country”.  
Creates such erroneous zone the primary cause is modern people's thinking 
mode to the ancient thought understanding, often has the deviation and the 
misunderstanding, the culture loses the source, the cultural fault result. “Theory “the 
comparison” thought has substituted for China “the masculine and feminine elements 
paragenesis” “the beauty unites” the thought and the overall assurance by two pairs”, 
the system pondered that is accommodating the thought determination custom. 
Determines the artistic criterion by the battle philosophy, who everything must 
certainly branch out Gao Shuidi to come, partial or knows and the understanding 
drawing theory question irrelevantly  
Through right “six legal codes” as well as history many about “six legal codes” 
the theory understanding again, causes us to clear off the clue - - in the question not to 
have which is most important in “the six legal codes”, similarly is important, and “the 
six legal codes” are an inalienable organic whole.  
Studies obtains regarding “the six legal codes” the study from the self-three 
years graduate student, may regard as the process which is from end to front layer upon 
layer progressives, may also regard as is the synchronized rise process, thus further 
explained that gives up or despises any law is not feasible. 
Regarding “six legal codes” the understanding again, wants the correct 















close to ancient's thought determination, thus causes us to avoid the error in the 
drawing, promotes a Contemporary China drawing better development. 
Keywords: “the six legal codes”   the comparison thought     
“two pairs theory”   “the tone is vivid”    
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